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In June the three major indices traded out to new all -time highs, and we noted that every time those indices 
simultaneously trade to new all-time highs, the S&P 500 (SPX/2496.66) had an average 3.8% gain within the 
next three months nearly 100% of the time.  



Market Outlook After losing nearly 3% in the past 30 days, 
the S&P 500 is once again creating new all -time highs. 
Participation has broadened from a capitalization perspective. 
Markets will turn their attention to 3Q earnings and a 
Republican tax reform (cut) effort. Barring any (negative) 
surprises on the earnings front and assuming headway on the 
tax reform front, a favorable setup points to generally higher 
equity values on the horizon.

S&P 500 Earnings
The 3Q17 estimated earnings growth rate for the S&P 500 is 
now 4.2%.
Thus far, 43 companies in the S& P 500 have issued positive EPS 
guidance; well above the 5-year average of 27. Technology, 
Health Care, and the Consumer Discretionary sectors make up 
39 of the 43 companies. Even more companies (54) have issued
positive revenue guidance for 3Q17. This num ber is more than 
double the 5-year average (25).
The continued weakening U.S. dollar (relative to major 
currencies) is expected to continue to boost earnings of 
companies with substantial overseas operations.

S&P 500 Earnings estimates*
2017 - $127.04, 2018 - $144.71
Current P/E: 2017 19.6x, 2018 17.2x 
Both earnings estimates and valuations are little changed 
since July

S&P 500
Key support: 2490, 2480, 2467-2474, 2450, 2438, 2417, 2406
Key resistance: 2511

Sector weightings
Overweight: Technology, Health Care, Financials, Industrials, 
Energy

Equal Weight: Materials

Underweight: Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, 
Utilities, Real Estate, Telecom

FOMC Policy Statement (Sept. 
20) - No surprise on rates 
(steady) or the start of the 
balance sheet r un-off 
(October). Dot plot shows 11 of 
16 senior Fed officials expecting 
one more rate increase this 
year. December rate hike odds 
now well above 50%.

Yellen Press Conference Fed 
Chair Yellen emphasized that 
balance sheet reduction (or 

policy, and that the federal funds 
target rate will remain the main 
policy lever. The Fed could alter 
the pace of the balance sheet 
run-off if the economy were to 
experience a significant negative 
shock.

Consumer Prices (CPI Bureau 
of Labor Statistics Sept. 14 ) -
The CPI was up 1.9% from a year 
ago. Ex-food& energy, the CPI 
rose 1.7% y/y. Note, December 
Fed rate hike odds have increased 
significantly since the CPI report 
(the Fed uses the PCE Price Index 
as official target).

Exchange rates (September 26)

EUR/USD ...... $1.180
GBP/USD ...... $1.345
USD/JPY...... ¥112.17
USD/CAD ...... $1.234

Real GDP (Bureau of Economic 
Analysis) - GDP growth rose 
more than expected in the first 
revision to 2Q17 growth (3.0% 
vs. 2.6%). Improvement 
concentrated in consumer 
spending and business fixed 
investment. Consumer 
spending rebounded from a 
soft 1Q; business investment 
boosted largely by the rebound 
in energy exploration. Please 
note: 3rd estimate expected 
Sept. 28 Hurricanes Harvey & 
Irma will have negative impact.

Jobless Claims (Labor Dept. 
Sept. 21) - The impact of 
Hurricane Harvey on claims 
appears likely to be of much 
shorter duration than that of 
Katrina. Irma will also distort, 
first with downward pressure (as 
individuals are unable to file) and 
then with a spike higher. Prior to 
the hurricanes, the underlying 
trend in jobless claims was low.

August Employment Report 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics) 
The headline figures were 
on the soft side of expectations, 
but well within the usual range 
of noise for these data, 
consistent with further 
improvement in overall labor 
market conditions.

German Election (Sept. 24) While
German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
was elected to a fourth term, her 
center-right Christian Democrats 
were weakened, including the far 
right nationalist Alternative for 
Germany (AfD) party garnering 
13% of the vote, signaling that 
recent defeats of similar 
candidates/parties in the 
Netherlands and France have not 
extinguished anxieties about 
security and national identity. 

With recent data coming in stronger 
than expected, the Bank of Canada 
(BOC) again raised its target for the 
overnight rate to 1.0%, this after 
raising the overnight rate by 25 bp 
in July. Consumer spending remains 
robust, underpinned by continued 
solid employment and income 
growth.

ECB Policy Decision (Sept. 7) 
No change in rates or in the asset 
purchase program. No signal that 
tighter monetary policy will arrive 
anytime soon. In fact, the ECB is still 
prepared for more QE if 
needed.
substantial degree of monetary 
accommodation is still needed for 
underlying inflation pressures to 
gradually build up and support 
headline inflation developments in 

Source: FactSet, Raymond James Research. S&P 500 earnings estimates are bottom -up operating 
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Important Investor Disclosures
Raymond James & Associates (RJA) is a FINRA member firm and is responsible for the preparation and distribution of research c reated in the United States. Raymond James & Associates is 
located at The Raymond James Financial Center, 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, FL 33716, (727) 567 -1000. Non-U.S. affiliates, which are not FINRA member firms, include the 
following entities that are respon sible for the creation and distribution of research in their respective areas: in Canada, Raymond James Ltd. (RJL), Suite 2100, 925 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2, (604) 659 -8200; in Europe, Raymond James Euro Equities SAS (also trading as Raym ond James International), 40, rue La Boetie, 75008, Paris, France, +33 1 45 64 
0500, and Raymond James Financial International Ltd., Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, England EC2A 2AG, +44 203 798 5600.

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or reside nt of or located in any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction 
where such distribution, publication, availability or use w ould be contrary to law or regulation.  The securities discussed in this document may not be eligible for sale in some jurisd ictions.  
This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.  It does not constitute a personal 
recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual client s.  Past performance is not a guide to future perform ance, 
future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur.  Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.
For clients in the United States: Any foreign securities discussed in thi s report are generally not eligible for sale in the U.S. unless they are listed on a U.S. exchange.  This report is being 
provided to you for informational purposes only and does not represent a solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security in any state where such a solicitation would be illegal.  Investing in 
securities of issuers organized outside of the U.S., including ADRs, may entail certain risks.  The securities of non -U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting 
requirements of, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  There may be limited information available on such securities.  I nvestors who have received this report may be prohibited in 
certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing the securities me ntioned in this report. Please ask your Financial Advisor for additional details and to determine if a particular security is 
eligible for purchase in your state.
The information provided is as of the date above and subject to change, and it should not b e deemed a recommendation to buy or sell any security. Certain information has been obtained 
from third-party sources we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete. Persons within the Raymond James family of co mpanies may have 
information that is not available to the contributors of the information contained in this publication. Raymond James, includ ing affiliates and employees, may execute transactions in the 
securities listed in this publication that may not b e consistent with the ratings appearing in this publication.  

via electronic publication to RJ's internal proprietary websites 
(RJ Investor Access & RJ Capital Markets). Not all research reports are directly distributed to clients or third -party aggregators. Certain research reports may only be disseminated on RJ's 
internal proprietary websites; however such research reports will not contain estimates or changes to earnings forecasts, tar get price, valuation, or investment or suitability rating. 
Individual Research Analysts may also opt to circulate published research to one or more clients electronically. This electro nic communication distribution is discretionary and is done only 

nal proprietary websites. The level and types of communications provided by Research Analysts to clients may vary 
of receiving communications from Research Analysts. For 

research reports, models, or other data available on a particular security, please contact your RJ Sales Representative or vi sit RJ Investor Access or RJ Capital Markets.
Additional information is available on request.

Simple Moving Average (SMA) - A simple, or arithmetic, moving average is calculated by adding the closing price of the security for a number of time period s and then dividing this total by the 
number of time periods.
Exponential Moving Average (EMA) - A type of moving average that is similar to a simple moving average, except that more weight is given to the latest data.
Relative Strength Index (RSI) - The Relative Strength Index is a technical momentum indicator that compares the magnitude of recent gains to recent losses in an attempt to determine 
overbought and oversold conditions of an asset.

International securities involve additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, an d possible political and economic instability.  These risks are 
greater in emerging markets.
Small-cap stocks generally involve greater risks.  Dividends are not guaranteed and will fluctuate.  Past performance may not be in dicative of future results. 



 
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and cha rges and expenses of mutual funds and exchange -traded funds carefully before investing. The prospectus contains 
this and other information about mutual funds and exchange traded funds. The prospectus is available from your financial advisor and should be read carefully before investing.  
Not approved for rollover solicitations.

For clients in the United Kingdom:
For clients of Raymond James Financial International Limited (RJFI) : This document and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to 
whom it is addressed, being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients as described in the F CA rules or persons described in Articles 19(5) (Investment professionals) 
or 49(2) (High net worth companie s, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amend ed) or any other person 
to whom this promotion may lawfully be directed.  It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, direct ly or indirectly, to any other class of persons and may not be relied upon by such 
persons and is therefore not intended for private individuals or those who would be classified as Retail Clients.
For clients of Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd.: This report is for the use of professional investment advisers and managers and is not intended for use by clients.
For purposes of the Financial Conduct Authority requirements, this research report is classified as independent with respect to conflict of int erest management. RJFI, and Raymond James 
Investment Services, Ltd. are authorised and regulated  by the Financial Conduct Authority in  the United Kingdom.
For clients in France:
This document and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to whom it is addressed, being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or 

. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly 
or indirectly, to any other class of persons and may not be relied upon by such persons and is therefore not intended for pri vate individuals or those who would be classified as Retail 
Clients.
For clients of Raymond James Euro Equities: Raymond James Euro Equities is authorised and regulated by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and the Autor ité des 
Marchés Financiers.

For institutional clients in the European Economic Area (EEA) outside of the United Kingdom: 
This document (and any attachments or exhibits hereto) is intended only for EEA institutional clients or others to whom it ma y lawfully be submitted.

For Canadian clients: 
This report is not prepared subject to Canadian disclosure requirements, unless a Canadian analyst has contributed to the con tent of the report.  In the case where there is Canadian 
analyst contribution, the report meets all applicable IIROC di sclosure requirements.
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This report is provided to clients of Raymond James only for your personal, noncommercial use. Except as expressly authorized by Raymond James, you may not copy, reproduce, transmit, 
sell, display, distribute, publish, broadcast, circulate, modify, dissemi nate or commercially exploit the information contained in this report, in printed, electronic or any other form, in any 
manner, without the prior express written consent of Raymond James. You also agree not to use the information provided in thi s report for any unlawful purpose. 
This report and its contents are the property of Raymond James and are protected by applicable copyright, trade secret or oth er intellectual property laws (of the United States and other 
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